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Why Controlled Digital Lending?

❖ Alignment with our 
goals and mission

❖ For the Public Good



Wiedrick Historical Education Curriculum Collection

Textbooks used in Alberta 
schools from 1885-1985

Non-circulating, restricted 
access collection

Research potential is greatly 
improved by access to digital 
copies

Active digitization of collection 
already underway

https://archive.org/details/ualbertawiedrick

https://archive.org/details/ualbertawiedrick


Wiedrick and CDL

Presented minimal technical 
obstacles

Collection moved to IA Open 
Library January, 2019

4332 items currently online

● More than half of CDL 
titles have been loaned



Next Steps and Other Uses
Wiedrick collection

● Finish digitization 
● Integration with library discovery 

systems 

Match full IA collection against ours

Consider other good candidates for CDL:

COVID-19 closures, Winter term 
2020 (outside IA)



Weighing and Managing Risk
Potential legal risk: 

● Copyright not held by the university or library -
work(s) reproduced without permission

● Risk mitigated by technological controls; use 
supported by a fair dealing assessment 

Known mission risk:

● Underused, relatively inaccessible collections 
do not serve the University of Alberta promise 
of “uplifting the whole people” 

● Risk mitigated by digitizing and making 
available



Book Publishing Industry*
Mature and in Decline

● Revenue, 2014-19: -1.8% (US), -3.6% (CA)
● Projected growth: -0.02% (US, ‘20-25), -0.06% (CA, ‘19-24)
● Increase in substitutions, decrease in discretionary spending

Analysts’ Comments
● Amazon dominates e-book market and has “made the used 

market for trade books much more accessible… severely 
damaging sales of backlisted titles, or those released more 
than six months ago.”

● No “... industry-specific policies or regulations; however, the 
industry is subject to copyright and anti-trust regulation.“

● Textbook sales account for 20% (CA) - 33% (US) of revenue 
and “used and rental markets for textbooks will continue to 
siphon sales.”

*IBISWorld Industry Research Reports 51113, 51113CA



Overall benefits of CDL
Materials that couldn’t be accessed are being 
read!

Opening doors for hidden collections

Increased exposure for older titles 



Questions?


